EVERWIN VIDHYASHRAM
STD: IV

ENGLISH (NOL)
Ln. 1 – NEHA’S ALARM CLOCK

V. Annotation:
1. “Wake up, dear! Wake up fast!”
a) Who said this line?
Ans. The birds said this line.

I. Vocabulary:

b) To whom was it said?

1. Snuggles

6. Imagine

Ans. It was said to Neha.

2. Mutters

7. Warm

VI. Answer in short:

3. Chirpy

8. Window sill

1. What did Neha do when the alarm rang?

4. Snores

9. Unfair

Ans. When the alarm rang Neha made faces and covered her ears

5. Escape

10. Relax

with a pillow, snuggled under the warm blanket and she muttered

II. Synonyms:

to herself.

1. Snuggles – go to sleep

2. What did Neha wish for?

2. Mutters – whisper

Ans. Neha wished that the clock would forget its job sometimes.

3. Window sill – window panel

3. Who does not want Neha to miss the bus?

4. Relax – calm down

Ans. The big bright sun which filled Neha’s room with a warm smile

5. Pillow – cushion

did not want her to miss the school bus.

III. Antonyms:

4. What does our body clock tell us?

1. Forget x remember

Ans. There is a clock inside us which tells us when to eat, when to

2. Escape x caught

sleep and when to wake up.

3. Smile x grumpy

VII. Answer in Paragraph.

4. Sleep x awake

1. Can you imagine what happens the next day when there was no

5. Either x neither

one to wake her up?

IV. Frame Sentence:

Ans. Neha woke up with a start at 6 o’clock and enquired who woke

1. Imagine – Imagine how wonderful it would be if everyday is

her up. Then her mother explained her that there is an inner clock

Sunday.

in everyone which helps us do our work on regular time.

2. Chirping – Birds show their happiness by chirping.
3. Blanket – My mother washes the blanket once in a week.

VIII. Thesaurus:

Sound you heard

Sound your friend heard

1. Mutter – Wisper, Murmur
3. Snore – sound sleep, slumber

Sound of traffic on road

4. Escape – clear out, run off

Sound of conversation with
friend.

5. Chirpy – happy, merrily
Sound of talking
Book Exercise

Sound of shutters of shops
opening early in the morning.

Neha’s Alarm Clock

Sound of cool wind

Whistle of pressure cooker.

Chirping of birds

Milkman’s voice

Horn of ricksaw

Radio

Pg No: 10
Tick the correct answer.
1. What time did Neha’s clock ring every morning?
Ans: 6’ clock
2. What did the birds say?
Ans: Wake up
3. What is inside you that makes you get up at
the same time every day?

2. If there is no clock in the house to wake up in the morning, how

Ans: Our body clock.

will you wake up? Will you continue to sleep or ……….

4. Put letters in the right order.
Ilesm – Smile

norming – morning

No, I will wake up by the sound of chirping of birds, bell of a
temple or due to the light of bright sun that will spread in my room

Mrala – Alarm

edorns – snored

in the morning.

Ocklc – Clock

Wodwin- window

3. What are the different ways of knowing the time during the day.

Pg: 11
Let’s listen and talk

There are many ways to know ‘the time’ for example
i) Wrist watch

Listen to the sounds when you are on your way to school.

ii) Wall clock

Discuss with your friends the sounds that you heard. List them

iii) Listening to the radio/television

here.

iv) Mobile phone
v) Sunlight

Pg.:12 Word Building

c) My toys were broken.

Find the hidden words:

d) Her flock was too long.

i) Hungry

e) The market was closed.

ii) Birds

f) The children were happy.

iii) Clock

g) The flowers were kept in a vase.

iv)Holiday
v) Alarm

Pg. 14

vi)Happy

3. Look at the picture below and complete the following paragraph.

vii) Morning

Yesterday, I lost a book. I looked for it everywhere. I looked

viii) Mother

behind the door. I looked inside a cupboard. I looked under a bed. I

ix) Sunday

could not find it anywhere. Then, I called out sheroo. Sheroo, my
dog came running to me. I asked him to look for my book. He pulled

Pg.No.13

out another book from my bag.

Lets write

Memory Poem: Wake up (Book Back Exercise)

Who said these words and whom?
“Wake up dear!

Lets Write:

Who said

To Whom

1. Connect the pair of the sentence using and or but.

Birds

Neha

a) It is time to get up for school but I want to sleep for some time.
b) Sheila got some more chocolates for her birthday and she got

Wake up fast!
“Ma, who woke me

Neha

Mother

3. Everyone has gone to sleep but I want to read my book.

up today?”
“Why do you sleep

some new clothes too.

Mother

at every night?”
Pg.13
2. Fill in the blanks.
a) Ram was good football player.
b) The cows were grazing in the field.

Neha

4. Raju plays cricket and hockey.

2. Fill in the blanks according to the example given below:
Big

Bigger

Biggest

Sleepy

Sleepier

Sleepiest

Lovely

Lovelier

Loveliest

Late

Later

Latest

Round

Rounder

Roundest

Small

Smaller

Smallest

Good

Better

Best

Pg.4 Reading is fun
1. What do you think bords say to each other in the morning?
Ans. I think bird says “Good morning” to each other in the morning.
2. Who are already awake?
Ans. Birds, bees, cows, horses, ducks, sheep and chicken are
already awake.
3. Which creatures wake up in the morning befor the child does?
Ans. Birds, bees, cow, horses, ducks, sheep and chicken.

